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ABSTRACT

In this thesis we deal with the following question:

given a permutation a on a set V does there exist a

certain block design on V admitting ~ as an automorphism?

We are able to give a (complete or partial) answer

to this question for the follOWing:

•1) 3- and 4-rotational Steiner triple systems,

2) 3~regular Steiner triple systems,

3) Steiner triple systems with· an involution
"(,

fi~ing precisely three elements,

4) l-rotational triple systems,

5) cyclic extended triple systems,

6) 1-, 2- and 3~rotational extended triple

systems,

7) 2-, 3- and 4-regular e~tended triple systems,

8) 1- and. 3-rota tional directed triple systems,

9) l-rotational Mendelsohn triple systems,

10) cyclic extended Mendelsohn triple systems,

11) l-rotational extended ~endelsohn triple systems.

We also present a recursive doubling construction. ~.

for cyclic Steiner quadruple systems, and construct the

latter for several orders.
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INTRODuctION

Nowadays, combinatorics is' the focus of much atten

'tion and it has'become one of the fastest growing, branches

of mathematics, as witnessed by the number of pUblished

papers, textbooks and ~pplications in applied sCiencrd' com

puter science, economics, engineering, etc., as well as in

other branches of mathematics, such ~s algebra, geometry,

statistics, algorithms, coding theory, math~~atical logic,

etc.; yet, nowhere in the literature does there seem to be

•
a satisfactory definition'of this science that is both con-

cise and complete.

Much combinatorics has arisen from'games and puz~les.

Amon~these are Euler's problem of the 36 officers [see 6,

pp. 8-9J, the Konigsberg bridge problem [see 6, pp. 230J and

Kirkman's schoolgirls prob~em [see 6, pp. 213-214J. Combin-

atorics has also its histor~cal rDots in mathematical recrea-

tions. For instance, many of the topics treated in the book

Mathematical Recreations and Essays by Ball belong to combin-

atorics.

Combinatorial problems occur in every branch of math- ..
ematics. Roughly speaking, combinatdrics is a study of

arrangements of elements into sets.
......

It deals with two general

types of problems: existence of arrangements, and their

} enumeration or classification.

1

To solve a combinatorial
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problem, often we need to use other.richer structures of

algebra and analysis. Conversely, often L~e crux of a prob-

lem of algebra or analy s reduces to a hard combinatorial

question...-_

Combin orial designs or block designs are ~o?lections

of subsets of a fl lte set which neet certain requirements.

They have arisen in the study of algebraic geometry, which

was the source of Steiner's original problem [65]. They also

occur in the theory of the design of experiments [see 46J.

Finite geometrical systems are special kinds of combinatorial

-

designs, as we see from fundamental papers by Bruck and Ryser

[7] and by Chawla and Rvser [12].
~ -. ~, .

This thesis is concerned witn
,

existence of certain

.
[.

combinatorial designs with prescribed automorphism types.

The following p~oble~ has gained a lot of attention in the

past few years: gi°.ren a permutation :l of a set V, does

there exist a design on V admitting :l as an automorphism?

A large amount of· work has been devoted to this question, and.
.

a great number of papers nave resulted. These include papers

dealing with cyclic designs

32; 39, 42, 43, 53, 54'\· 56 ,

[1, 13, 15, 16, 19, 21, 22, 30,
f

57, 58, 61, 66], reverse designs

[20, 23, 62, 68], automorphism-free designs [44, 48l, and
" .

rotational designs [55, 59] .

Broadly speaking, the methods of construction of

designs are of two types: the direct constructions, in which

a design is constructed directly,' possibly and preferably

,"
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from an algebraic structure, and the recursive constructions,

:in· which a design is obt-ained from a collection of "smaller"

designs.

One of the most i~portant direct constructions comes

from the application of ~he theory of difference families.

An appealing feature of this style of proof is that correct-

~ess is easily,verified.. ..
formed tr~m a given set

Let there be a collection of blocks
\

V In,order to show that 'hat we

have is a t-design on V, we must prove two things:

(i) the n~~er of blocks is correct, and

(ii) every t-subset of V is'contained in at'

least ~ blocks of the collection. ,

In most cases" (i) is easily verified by counting, while (ii)

is straightforward (although sometimes tedious). For this

reason, we often refrain from actually verifying (i) and (ii)

in the course\of the proof, as this follows a fairly standard

pattern.

Aside'from orig~nal results, this thesis attempts to

provide,a survey of the existence of some classes of 2-

designs, and of Steiner quadruple systems with a prescribed

automorphism type. For this purpose, the well-known results

)
•

on cyclic' STS [19, 53, 54, 61, 66] and reverse STS [23,

62, 68J are included in ChaPte~:l. ~~haPter.2, cyclic

/"\. 2-desiqns with j)lock size 3, which have been recently
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constructed by Colbourn and Colbourn [17J, are given.

Chapter 5 is a survey of known results that have appeared
•

in [5, 8, 16, 19, 70J. Finally, Chapter 6 includes results
'.. ~#'

on rotational SQS which appeared in [55J.

A specific statement of the results which are obtained

in the present work follows. In Chapter 1, we first survey

what is known on cycltc, reverse, 1- and 2-rotational STSs,

and present _ self-contaIned proof of their existence. As

our contribution, we obtain necessary and sufficient ~6ndi-

"tions for the existence

give a new construction

of 3- [and 4-rotational STSs, and

~regular STS. In addition, we

construct STS(v) 's with an involutory automorphism fixing

precisely 3 element:s for v =3 (mod 6) which are different

from Bose's [5]. •

In Chapter 2, after surveying what is known on cyclic

triple :systems with :I > 1, we proceed to deal with 1-

rotational triple systems with A > 1; we were able to com-

pletely determine the spectrum of rotational triple ~ystems

wi th A > 1,.

In Chapter 3, we construct cyclic extended triple

systems (ETS) and obtain necessary and sufficient condition~

for the existence of 1- and 2-rotational

show that there exist )-rotational for some

ETS .

ETS(v;p)'s

Further, we """

-)Also, we obtain necessary and sufficientp .v· andvalues
\
i

!,

conditions for the existence of 2- and 3-regular ETS, and

show that there exist 4-regular ETS(v;p) 's for a certain

..



v and p. All results of this chapter are new.

5

Tn Chapter 4', we turn to directed triple systems

(DTS); first of all, we completely determine the spectrum

for k-rotational DTS We also obtain a necessary and suf-

ficient condition for the existence of I-rotational

Mendelsohn triple systems (MTS). Further, we completely

"determine cyclic extended Mendelsohn triple systems (EMTS)

and I-rota tio1!al EMTS (v; p) 's . Again, all results in this

chapter, except for cyclic DTS and cyclic MTS, are new.

Chapter 5 surveys known results on cyclic S(2,k,v)

designs with k > 3

Finally, in Chapter 6, we show that if acyclic'

, Steiner quadruple system SQS(v) exists, where v " 2, 10

(mod 12), then there exists a cyclic SQS (2v) This

appears to be the first recursive construction for cyclic

SQS

In the Appendices, we ,list as-cyclic SQS(v) for

v ;.52, 68, 122, 13 0, 1'46 1 17 0, 250, 290, 370, and a non

s-cyclic SQS(v) for v'; 26,28,34,50,58,76,80,88,
•,

92, 98, 124., "'11 'these designs were"' con'structed by hand .

•
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CHAPTER 1. STEINER TRIPLE SYSTEMS

where V is a v-set and B is a collection of k-subsets
..

Section 1. IntroSWition.

A t-design, denoted SA (t,k,v), isa pair (V, B)

(called blocks) of V such that every t-subset of V is

contained in exactly A blocks of B. The number v is

called the order of S' (t,k,v) .
A

A Steiner system of order

v is a t-design SA (t,k,v) with A = 1 . We write

'S (t,k,v) instead of S1 (t,k,v) . Such systems. were first

defined qy Woolhouse [71J in 1844 who asked: for which

integers t,k,v does an S(t,k,v) exist? In 1847, Kirkman

[41J showed that S(2,3,v) designs, known as Steiner triple

systems of order v (STS (v) 's) , exist if and only if v" 1

or 3 (mod 6) Several !ears later, Steiner [65J asked for

'whichvalues of v do S(t,t+l,v) exist? Despite

Woolhouse's and Kirkman's earlier papers, S(t,k,v)

are commonly refer~ed to as Steiner systems.

system,s

isomorphic if there exists a bijection a: Vl ~ V2 such

that b E 51 if and only if a(b) EB 2

is the mapping induced by a in what follows we will not

distinguish between ~ and ~). The mapping a is called

an isomorphism.. If Sl = S2' then Cl is called an automor-

phism. Thus an automorphism of a design S = (V,B)

6

is a
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permutation acting on V and also on B, and the collection

of all autornorphisms of S constitutes a.group.

Let (V,B) be a design with a as an automorphism

and let Z.. denote the set of ali integers. For a fixed

block b E B, the set

is called the orbit of b under a Let us call an element

of an orbit a base block. ,Then the whole set B is com-

pletely determined by a collection of base blocks containing

one representative from each orbit. The number of elements

of an orbit is called the length of the orbit. The length

of a base block is the length of the orbit containing the

base block.

The following problems have gained interest in the

last decade.

First, given a finite abstract group G, does there

exist a design whose automorphism group is isomorphic to G?

Lindner and Rosa [44] showed that for each V" 15 there is

an STS(v) whose automorphism group is trivial (such syste~s

are called automorphism-free), and Mendelsohn [48] gave an

affirmative aniwer to the above question.

Second, given a permutation a acting on a'v-set V,

does there exist a design on V admitting a as an automor-

,

phism? We shall denote such a design by S (v) •
a
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































